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TOPICS OF THE DAY

❖ What is (a) language documentation (LD) and what is it good for?

❖ Short summary: how and why languages were documented in 
earlier times 

❖ Principles of documenting languages in the 21st century

❖ Contents of a LD: primary data and metadata

❖ Literature on language documentation and documentary linguistics



WHAT IS LANGUAGE 
DOCUMENTATION?

«linguists generally view language documentation […] as work

undertaken by an amateur or professional linguist that results in some 

record of a language for the purpose of furthering the study and 

understanding of that language.» (Berge 2010)

«documentation» in Polish: (a) dokumentowanie, (b) dokumentacja

Why and by whom is this work done?

Who may need the result?



EARLIER DOCUMENTATION OF 
LANGUAGES (SEE 1ST LECTURE)

Example: Tulu, a Dravidian language of India

Grammar: 

Brigel, J. 1872. A Grammar of the Tulu Language. Mangalore: C. 

Stolz. Basel Mission Book & Tract Depository 

Dictionary:

Männer, A. 1886-1888. Tulu-English and English-Tulu Dictionary. 

Mangalore: Basel Mission Press. 



LANGUAGE DOCUMENTATION IN THE 

19TH-20TH C: CHARACTERISTICS

❖ done by linguists (often only 1 person)

❖ done by outsiders (not part of the community)

❖ results published on paper (usually in small editions)

❖ results not made accessible to the speech community

❖ «Boasian standard»: a dictionary, a grammar, and a collection of texts

❖ text collection: most often narrative texts (traditional stories)

❖ grammar: contains isolated sentences, 20th c often elicited/constructed

=> what was wrong with that? 



DOCUMENTARY LINGUISTICS TODAY

«Documentary Linguistics [..] is concerned with the 

making and keeping of records of the world’s languages and 

their patterns of use.» (Woodbury 2003)



WHY DOCUMENT A LANGUAGE?

FOR WHOM?

To have a record for the future (and the present) -

❖ for speakers of the language: to preserve the language as part of the 

culture, the community’s heritage

❖ for researchers: to have material for their investigations 

 general linguistics, language typology, historical linguistics, …

 psychology, ethnography, …

❖ for educators: to have material for teaching the language and about 

the language

❖ for people and purposes we don’t know yet!



WHAT IS A LANGUAGE

DOCUMENTATION? 

«a comprehensive corpus of primary data which leaves 

nothing to be desired by later generations wanting to 

explore whatever aspect of the language they are interested 

in» (Himmelmann 2006: 3)

Of course, this is an ideal!



PRINCIPLES OF LANGUAGE 
DOCUMENTATION (BEGINNING OF 21ST 
CENTURY)

❖ done in interdisciplinary teams: linguists + other specialists,

❖ outsiders and insiders: speech community is involved not only as

„informants”

❖ done for various purposes

❖ published electronically (and on paper)

❖ stored in digital archives

❖ contains written, audio and video material

❖ documents the use of the language in various situations



DOCUMENTARY LINGUISTICS AND 

LANGUAGE DOCUMENTATION TODAY

«Documentary Linguistics [..] is concerned with the 

making and keeping of records of the world’s languages and 

their patterns of use.» (Woodbury 2003)

«language documentation is the creation, annotation, 

preservation and dissemination of transparent records of a 

language» (Woodbury 2011)



QUESTIONS

If your language were endangered, what would YOU want to 

document for the future? What records would you create?

Given the limits of time, money, and persons: what should be 

documented first?



«a language documentation should strive to include as 

many and as varied records as practically feasible […] 

Ideally, then, a language documentation would cover all 

registers and varieties» (Himmelmann 2006)



CONTENTS OF A LD: 

BASIC DISTINCTIONS

❖Primary data

❖Metadata

❖Annotation

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

❖ Description (results of analysis: grammar, dictionary)



DATA, ANNOTATION AND METADATA IN AN
EARLY RECORD (THE LORD’S PRAYER IN LAVIAN
IN MÜNSTER’S COSMOGRAPHIA 1588)



THE LORD’S PRAYER IN A SORBIAN
DIALECT, RECORDING WITH
ANNOTATION IN ELAN –
WHAT IS THE PRIMARY DATA?



PRIMARY DATA, 1. = WHAT CAN BE

OBSERVED

«a language documentation, conceived of as a lasting, multipurpose 

record of a language, should contain a large set of primary data which 

provide evidence for the language(s) used at a given time in a given 

community (in all of the different senses of “language”). Of major 

importance in this regard are specimens of observable linguistic 

behavior, i.e. examples of how the people actually communicate with 

each other.» (Himmelmann 2006)



OBSERVABLE LINGUISTIC BEHAVIOR

What is a communicative activity? Give examples!

What constitutes a communicative activity / a speech event? 

What part of an activity / event is linguistic behavior?

What part(s) should be contained in a documentation?

Does one speech event / activity contain one language? 

http://www.sorosoro.org/en/category/video-of-the-week/

http://www.sorosoro.org/en/category/video-of-the-week/


PRIMARY DATA, 2. METALINGUISTIC
KNOWLEDGE

What is metalinguistic knowledge?

Give examples or show your metalinguistic knowledge! 

How can metalinguistic knowledge be accessed and documented?



EXAMPLES FOR
METALINGUISTIC KNOWLEDGE

❖ I know that a Chrstian prayer ends with the word «Amen».

❖ I know that «pyra» is used in the Poznan dialect of Polish.

❖ I know where the stress is on Polish words.

❖ I know that «I know that …» is a possible and normal way to start a 

sentence in English, but «I know if …» is not.

❖ I know that Polish words ending in «(i)arnia» designate places such

as shops and cafes.





(META)LINGUISTIC KNOWLEDGE VS. 

ENCYCLOPEDIC AND CULTURAL

KNOWLEDGE
Piwiarnia – lokal gastronomiczny przeznaczony głównie do 

spożywania piwa.

Oprócz funkcji gastronomicznej piwiarnie pełnią funkcję społeczną, 

integrując bywalców. Lokale te służą swobodnym pogawędkom i 

zabawie. Często w piwiarniach istnieje możliwość gry w karty, kości, 

darty, czy piłkarzyki. W piwiarniach często można usłyszeć lekką 

muzykę (piosenka biesiadna).

Do wielu gatunków piw, nalewanych z beczek, jak również 

podawanych w butelkach, serwuje się zwykle ciepłe i zimne przekąski.

(https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Piwiarnia)

https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Piwo
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karty
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ko%C5%9B%C4%87_do_gry
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dart
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pi%C5%82karzyki
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Piwiarnia


CONTENTS OF A LD: 

BASIC DISTINCTIONS

❖Primary data
❖ Observable linguistic behavior, speech events, communicative 

activities = how people use their language

❖ Metalinguistic knowledge = what people know about their language 
and its use

❖Metadata

❖Annotation

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

❖ Description (results of analysis: grammar, dictionary)


